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Abstract
Purpose: This study analyzes the current status of institutional cooperation in economics and
management (EM) and library and information science (LIS) in China.
Design/methodology/approach: Based on the Chinese Social Science Citation Index
(CSSCI) database, we constructed institutional collaboration networks in EM and LIS, and
analyzed the collaboration characteristics through social network analysis.
Findings: In the development and evolution of the collaboration network of institutions in
humanities and social sciences, EM is always at the center. It has extensive cooperation
relationships with other fields. The position of LIS has also become centralized, and its
interdisciplinary cooperation has increased. For both EM and LIS, we observed “small-world”
and “scale-free” networks, indicating full communication and mature development in both
disciplines. Based on a comparison of two institutions in the two fields, we confirmed the
comprehensive development in EM and the extensive information exchange in LIS.
Research limitations: We collected data only from humanities and social sciences, but did
not consider the connection between EM and natural sciences, or between LIS and natural
sciences. In addition, the paper lacks analysis of institutional collaboration at the micro level.
Practical implications: The paper provides insights into the institutional cooperation
characteristics in EM and LIS in China.
Originality/value: The paper offers a new perspective on the characteristics of institutional
collaboration in China.
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1

Introduction

With the popularity of “big science,” research collaboration now plays an
extraordinary role in knowledge communication and diffusion. Scientific
collaboration has become pervasive. The characteristics of scientific collaboration
can be studied at three levels: Among different scientists, among different
institutions, and among different regions or countries. Analysis of institutional
cooperation can reveal the development of the fields in which institutions are
performing research, and examine the path of knowledge production and
dissemination, in order to offer suggestions for scientific cooperation and promote
research productivity[1].
This study, based on bibliographic data from institutional cooperation in EM and
LIS in China, uses social network analysis (SNA) to investigate the characteristics
of institutional cooperation from three perspectives: 1) the structure of the whole
collaboration network of institutions in humanities and social sciences, 2) basic
characteristics of the institutional collaboration network in EM and LIS, and 3)
differences and similarities between the collaboration networks of two representative
institutions in EM and LIS.

2

Literature review

With the development of SNA theories and methods, institutional collaboration
networks have been of great interest to scholars. Liang & Sha[2] took Chinese
academic institutions as a sample and revealed that colleges and universities prefer
to cooperate with their counterparts that are geographically nearby. Wang et al.[3]
analyzed the collaboration network of 357 research institutions in China, and found
that regional proximity and subject similarity can influence the collaboration. Guo
& Wang[4] noted the growing trend of international collaboration among “Project
985” universities in China. Sun et al.[5] explored the status of collaboration among
international institutions during 1990–2011, and pointed out that the cooperation is
mainly based on research projects. Jiang et al.[6] found the Clinical and Translational
Science Award (CTSA) collaboration network is a “small-world” network, but not
“scale-free,” and noted the trend toward multidisciplinary research cooperation
among institutions. Choi et al.[7] explored relationships among universities, industry
organizations, and government agencies, and the results showed that universities are
active in production, while government agencies closely cooperate with the other


Project 985 aims to promote the development and reputation of the Chinese higher education system
by founding world-class universities in the 21st century (http://www.study-in-china.org/ChinaEducation/
TopUniversity/20133271714211456.htm).
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groups. Overall, by interpreting the characteristics of cooperation networks,
researchers have shifted their focus from discovering the trend toward collaboration
to studying cooperation characteristics, especially in knowledge exchange and
diffusion.
In recent years, studies on collaboration networks in EM and LIS have achieved
some notable progress. Sun & Jiang[8] confirmed the small-world and scale-free
phenomena in cooperation networks of Chinese institutions in management using
bibliometric data and the SNA method. Yan et al.[9] found that institutional
collaboration networks in management have features of a “core-periphery” structure,
with famous institutions at the center of networks. Kumar & Jan[10] explored
cooperation networks of institutions in business and management in Malaysia and
found that collaboration articles with other countries have been highly cited. In the
LIS field, Qiu & Dang[11] noted cooperation characteristics such as “regional
proximity,” “strong-strong combination,” and “different types of cooperation in
different regions.” Han et al.[12] discovered that Chinese LIS research institutions
have carried out much cooperation with one another, while international institution
collaboration is still at the development stage. Feng & Zhao[13] focused on the
evolution of institutional collaboration networks in LIS in China from the points of
view of both the macro network and core institutions. However, previous studies
focused mainly on the discovery of hot research spots by studying institutional
cooperation networks, and paid little attention to knowledge exchange and
dissemination among institutions.
On the backdrop of “big science,” research institutions in humanities and social
sciences in China have begun to attach importance to international cooperation for
scientific innovation[14]. Our earlier study[15] revealed the active role of institutions
in EM and LIS throughout the entire cooperation network in humanities and social
sciences; their differences and similarities in research cooperation merit further
discussion.

3
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Research design

This study selected articles published from 1998 to 2013 in 415 journals covering
23 disciplines from the Chinese Social Science Citation Index (CSSCI)[16] database
as its data source. A total of 832,303 articles were retrieved, including 151,397
economics articles, 229,505 management articles, and 70,542 LIS articles. Due to
the difficulty in distinguishing economics and management institutions, which are
often in the same college and have considerable course overlap, we considered
economics and management articles together as “economics and management.”
The “author affiliation” of papers includes the first institution name of all authors.
Using a Java program, we normalized the data for the institutional collaboration
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networks: 1) regarding name cleansing and accuracy, secondary units of universities
or colleges were used as institutions. Aliases, renaming of institutions, and incomplete
names were replaced by standardized names; 2) we constructed three institutional
collaboration networks of different nodes. The nodes and analysis methods for each
network are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1 The nodes of three institutional collaboration networks and their analysis methods
Networks

Nodes of network

Analysis methods

Whole institutional
collaboration network

According to the Law of Price, we select high productivity Topological structure,
institutions of each discipline. 1,605 institutions are
substructure division
collected.

Field institutional
collaboration network

All institutions that have published articles in EM and LIS Topological structure,
are selected.
centrality analysis

Individual institutional
collaboration network

The School of Economics and Management of Tsinghua
Basic description,
University and the School of Information Management of substructure division
Wuhan University are chosen as a typical institution in
EM and LIS, respectively. We construct their collaboration
networks to find their collaboration relationships.

4 Whole institutional collaboration network
4.1 Topological structure
This study analyzed the topological structure of the cooperation network with the
software Network Workbench (NWB) developed by Indiana University. We
counted 1,605 institutions, including 239 institutions in EM and 116 in LIS and
10,194 pairs of cooperation relationships. There are 89 components in the network:
The largest component has 1,516 institutions, the number of isolated institutions is
85, and the number of other components is less than 10. In general, the network has
good connectivity, and the largest component contains 94.45% of the institutions.
The overall density of the whole institutional collaboration network is 0.0079,
which shows weak correlations. Because the network involves a number of
disciplines, and each discipline has different and specialized research areas,
institutional collaboration is insufficient. The clustering coefficient of the network
is 0.2110, which is higher than that of a random network (0.0010). The average
distance is 3.46, which is typical of the “small-world” effect.
The average degree is 12.69, which means an institution has 13 cooperative
partners on average. By regressive analysis, we obtained a fitting curve. The
distribution between institutions and the number of partners followed a power law
with an exponent of 1.49 (R2=0.90). In conclusion, this is a scale-free network with
significant heterogeneity. There are some key institutions with extensive cooperative
partners, which provide indirect connections between other institutions.


Details of the software are available at http://nwb.cns.iu.edu/.
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4.2

Substructure division

Based on similarity between nodes, we performed cluster analysis and substructure
division of the whole institutional collaboration network with Leiden University’s
VOSviewer. The largest component is divided into 21 groups, and the main field
of each group is different. There are 12 groups that contain more than 50 institutions.
We identified their corresponding fields, which are displayed in Table 2.
Table 2
Number
of nodes

Substructure division of the whole institutional collaboration network
Field

Number
of nodes

194
189
165

Psychology, education
History, archaeology, Chinese literature
Politics, philosophy, Marxism

93
72
63

148
126

Art, journalism and communication
Environmental science, human and
economic geography
Law

58
53

100

50

Field
Physical education
Foreign literature
Economics, management, library and
information science
Economics, management, statistics
Library and information science,
journalism and communication
Economics, management

Institutions in the same field have closer cooperation relationships, whereas
cooperation among different disciplines is complicated. First, some disciplines do
not appear in the results shown above, such as literature and linguistics, probably
because they have few connections with other disciplines and thus have performed
little cooperation with them. Second, such disciplinary subjects as physical education
and foreign literature are relatively independent and have high internal connections.
Third, some disciplines have close relations with each other, such as the partnership
between economics, management, and library and information science, between
psychology and education, and between environmental science and human and
economic geography.
We examined the evolution of cross-institutional collaboration in humanities and
social sciences in China in four different periods: 1998–2001, 2002–2005, 2006–
2009, and 2010–2013. The number of involved institutions of each period is 1,034,
1,427, 1,531, and 1,526, respectively. By cluster analysis, substructure divisions of
four networks are shown in Fig. 1.
The collaboration network has sparse correlations in the 1998–2001 period
(Fig. 1(a)). There are few disciplines in this network and cooperation is rare at that
time. EM is in the center of the network, and physical education, environmental
science, and psychology have internal cooperation, since those disciplines developed
National Science Library,
Chinese Academy of
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The introduction of the software is available at http://www.vosviewer.com/.
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Enviromental Science

Literature, Art
Library and Information Science

Economics, Management
Physical Education

Economics, Management

History

Psychology

Psychology

Physical Education

Environmental Science

(a)

(b)

History
Archaeology

History,
Archaeology

Literature, Art

Library and Information
Science

Education
Politics

Psychology

Environmental Science,
Geography

Education
Psychology

Economics, Management Physical Education

Politics

Physical Education

Environmental Science, Library and Information
Science
Geography

(c)

Fig. 1

Economics, Management

(d)

Substructure division of the whole institutional collaboration network (except isolated institutions)
in (a) 1998–2001, (b) 2002–2005, (c) 2006–2009, and (d) 2010–2013

earlier than others. During 2002 to 2005, the network gets denser, and centralization
is apparent (Fig. 1(b)). EM is still at the center, but has many complex internal
collaborations. In the 2006–2009 period, every discipline has relatively many
internal collaborations, and few connections with other disciplines (Fig. 1(c)).
Different from the previous period, more research collaborations have been observed
at the edge of this network. It can be inferred that more collaboration relationships
have existed in the whole network. In the 2010–2013 period, disciplines are
increasingly integrated (Fig. 1(d)). LIS has shifted from the edge to the center of
the network, and the interdisciplinary research trend is obvious. As in EM, there are
more research insitutions in LIS, and there are more collaboration relationships
between EM and other disciplines and also between LIS and other disciplines.
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By anaylzing the status of the whole institutional collaboration network, we found
that EM is always in the center of the four networks. This reflects greater research
paper output in this field, and frequent communication between EM and other
disciplines. On the other hand, the LIS position is gradually centralized in the
networks. Its distance to other fields gets shorter, and its colloboration with others
gets wider.

5

Field institutional collaboration network

5.1 Topological structure
We learn the topological structure of institutional collaboration network in EM and
LIS through overall structural analysis. The basic statistics of the collaboration
networks of EM and LIS are shown in Table 3.
Table 3

Statistical data of field institutional collaboration network

Field

N

E

W

EM
LIS

41,902
13,368

45,485
9,215

19,678
7,311

G

Ni

48.00% 42.81%
38.40% 49.49%

<k>

D

C

<d>

e

2.17
1.38

0.00005
0.00010

0.48
0.44

4.26
4.75

1.89
2.08

Note: N: The number of institutions; E: The cooperation relationships between institutions; W: The number of
components in the network; G: The ratio of the number of institutions in the largest component to all
institutions; Ni: The ratio of the number of isolated institutions to all institutions; <k>: Average degree;
D: Network density; C: Network clustering coefficient; <d>: Mean distance; e: The power exponent of the
power-law distribution number of nodes.
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Obviously, the statuses of the two networks are consistent. The overall density is
less than 0.0001, which reflects a sparse and weakly connected network. Each
discipline consists of many components, and there exists a large component. The
ratio of the number of institutions in the largest component in all institutions for
EM is 48%, and for LIS it is 38%. In terms of average degree, there are two
cooperative partners of EM on average, which has a wider scope than LIS. The
network clustering coefficients are relatively high, between 0.4 and 0.5. Mean
distances of both networks are 4, which means that any two institutions can be
connected easily. It can be inferred that the institution collaboration networks in
both EM and LIS are all “small-world” networks.
Moreover, we analyzed the distribution of the institutions’ degree, and found
both disciplines conform to a power-law distribution (the fitting curve of EM is
y=0.1911x-1.89, R2=0.9867; the fitting curve of LIS is y=0.1861x-2.084, R2=0.9711).
The “scale-free” phenomenon is embodied in the collaboration networks, which
shows significant heterogeneity. In these two disciplines, a few institutions have
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many partners, while most institutions establish few partnerships with others.
Furthermore, the higher the power exponent, the more significant the centrality. The
centrality of LIS becomes more apparent over time.
The mean distance of the institutional collaboration networks in EM and LIS can
reflect the status of the two fields, to some extent. In 2010, Lee et al.[17] pointed out
that with the maturity and deepening of collaboration, mean distance would increase
exponentially, and then decrease and stabilize at a certain fixed value. The results
of mean distance from EM and LIS’s institutional collaboration networks from 1998
to 2013 are displayed in Fig. 2. Though the highest point of LIS appears later, the
mean distance of EM and LIS conforms to the trend proposed by Lee et al.[17]. Since
2006, they have been stable at 5. Close connections have been established among
the institutions, and academic exchange is easy to conduct. This indicates full
communication between these institutions, and mature development of the two
disciplines.
9

Economics and management
Library and information science

8
Mean distance

7
6
5
4
3
2
1

19

98
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20
00
20
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20
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20
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20
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20
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20
08
20
09
20
10
20
11
20
12
20
13

0

Year

Fig. 2

5.2

Mean distance of field institutional collaboration networks from 1998 to 2013

Centrality analysis

The analysis of the network centrality can clarify an institution’s status in the
network and find the key nodes. Degree centrality reflects the frequency of
collaborations. Nodes with high rank are core in this academic field, and they
usually have various partners. Betweenness centrality reflects the nodes’ ability to
control others. The institutions with high betweenness centrality are important
groups in the scientific communication, which play significant roles in the mediation
of information flows, and create potential cooperation for other nodes. In addition,
betweenness centrality has close relationship with the output and quality of each
institution’s papers[18,19]. High close centrality means extensive cooperation with
others. We list the top five institutions of each centrality (Table 4).
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Table 4 Top five institutions of each centrality
Discipline

Degree centrality

Betweenness centrality

Closeness centrality

Economics
management

Tsinghua EM
NJUBS
PKUGSM
RUSE
RBS

Tsinghua EM
XJUSM
PKUGSM
RBS
NJUBS

Tsinghua EM
PKUGSM
RBS
PKUSE
FSM

Library and
information science

WHU SIM
PKUIM
ISTIC
NJUSIM
CASNSL

WHU SIM
NJUSIM
JLUSM
PKUIM
ISTIC

WHU SIM
PKUIM
CASNSL
NJUSIM
ISTIC

Note: Tsinghua EM: School of Economics and Management, Tsinghua University; NJUBS: Business School,
Nanjing University; PKUGSM: Guanghua School of Management, Peking University; RUSE: School of
Economics, Renmin University of China; RBS: School of Business, Renmin University of China; XJUSM:
School of Management, Xi’an Jiaotong University; PKUSE: School of Economics, Peking University;
FSM: School of Management, Fudan University; WHU SIM: School of Information Management, Wuhan
University; PKUIM: Department of Information Management, Peking University; ISTIC: Institute of
Scientific and Technical Information of China; NJUSIM: School of Information Management, Nanjing
University; CASNSL: National Science Library, Chinese Academy of Sciences; JLUSM: School of
Management, Jilin University.

Table 4 shows that the results of the three centrality analyses are similar. But
there are some differences. For example, CASNSL has high degree and closeness
and relatively low betweenness, which indicates its partners may have a closer
relationship with core institutions in LIS. So it has less effect on its partners’
connections to one another. Another example is XJUSM and JLUSM, which are
ranked high in betweenness but not in degree and closeness. Maybe they have some
connectivity with particular nodes, and they are important for the mobility within
the cooperation network in EM and LIS, respectively.
Moreover, the institutions with the highest rank of three centralities are the same
in EM and LIS, which have published large numbers of papers and carried out many
collaborations with others. Therefore, it can be inferred that Tsinghua EM and WHU
SIM play important roles in the scientific communication in their respective field.

6
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Individual institutional collaboration network

Based on the analysis above, the institutions in EM and LIS are important to the
collaboration network in humanities and social sciences in China. Next, we chose
Tsinghua EM and WHU SIM as a typical institution of each academic field, and
established their respective institutional collaboration network. In order to explore
the characteristics of the two networks, we discussed five aspects of differences and
similarities: 1) involved fields, 2) the degree of cooperation with others, 3) topological
structure, 4) substructure division, and 5) centrality analysis (Table 5).

Tsinghua SEM

Topological
structure

Small-world network and scale-free network
Edges: 2,788; average degree: 12.39; density: 0.0276; clustering
coefficient: 0.58; mean distance: 2.03
Decentralized distribution of institutions involved in cooperation:

WHU SIM

Small-world network and scale-free network
Edges: 961; average degree: 5.49; density: 0.0157; clustering coefficient: 0.69; mean distance: 2.01
Centralized distribution of institutions involved in cooperation:

Greater cooperation in LIS: 652 articles with 350 institutions; the ratio
of these articles to all articles is 21.3%; the ratio of these articles to all
co-authored articles is 40.0%.

3,061 articles: LIS (2,520), journalism and communication (455),
management (56), education (10), statistics (7), economics (7), law (3),
history (2), and sociology (1).

Involved in some disciplines, but focusing on LIS.

Differences and similarities between two networks

Involved fields Involved in many other disciplines and having generated nearly the
same paper output in economics and management.
2,108 articles: Management (1,002), economics (903), statistics (73),
education (34), psychology (32), politics (17), law (11), Marxism (4),
environmental science (4), sociology (4), ethnology (3), journalism
and communication (3), LIS (3), human and economic geography (2),
history (2), and philosophy (1).
The degree of Greater cooperation outside EM: 795 articles involving 450
cooperation
institutions; the ratio of these articles to all articles is 37.7%; the ratio
of these articles to all co-authored articles is 50.9%.
with others

Networks

Table 5
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Centrality
analysis

Substructure
division

Networks

Affiliated with School of Information Management, Wuhan University,
the Center for Studies of Information Resources of Wuhan University
(CSIR) is in an obvious position in the network with a large ouput and
frequent cooperation.
A few institutions have many partners, while most institutions’
partnerships with others are balanced. Degree, betweenness, and
closeness centrality are 2.22%, 92.65%, 98.30%, respectively.

The institutions within a close geographical region and similar
academic status are shown together in this network.

A few institutions have many partners, while most institutions’
partnerships with others are balanced. Degree, betweenness, and
closeness centrality are 1.73%, 81.10%, 96.13%, respectively.

There are many isolated nodes in the network. The group is divided into
152 subgroups, including 17 that contain more than five institutions.
Institutions can be classified into three categories: 1) school of
information management, 2) school of economics and mangegement,
and 3) library.

WHU SIM

In total, there are 95 subgroups, including 31 subgroups that contain
more than five institutions, in such fields as finance, economics,
management, banking, public management, business, and education.

Tsinghua SEM

(to be Continued)
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Table 5 reveals that EM has cooperation with most disciplines, and its degree of
cooperation is high. It provides a communication opportunity among different
disciplines. These institutions are divided into 95 closely connected groups, which
involve various fields. On the other hand, core institutions in the institutional
collaboration network of LIS have many partners, but there are few links between
other LIS institutions and between other LIS institutions and other disciplines.
Because of the comprehensiveness and extensiveness of the research studies in LIS,
scholars need to learn from other disciplines’ theories and methods and cooperate
with them. However, the scale and scope of cooperation are finite, so the influence
of collaboration in LIS is not obvious.
Overall, the development of EM is very mature, and various research communities
have been formed, which ensures comprehensive cooperation, and EM plays a great
role as a bridge in the whole network. LIS is in an exploration period, so it is
necessary to introduce appropriate theories and methods into its studies and carry
out cross-disciplinary collaborations.

7

Discussion

Based on the analysis above, we conclude that EM and LIS are in a stable and
healthy state of development, and play a positive role in knowledge exchange and
dissemination. However, due to the background and development of each discipline,
there are some differences in the characteristics and patterns of their cooperation.

7.1

Institutional cooperation in EM

Economics addresses distribution problems when resources are limited. With the
development of social networking, many classical economic theories have been
formed. Management is an interdisciplinary subject intersected by natural sciences,
social sciences, and humanities, and gradually formed its rigorous research
paradigm[20]. Due to universality of the research objects and applicability of the
research methods in economics and management, these two fields have been in core
positions in humanities and social sciences in China. Moreover, their interdisciplinary
research studies are relatively comprehensive and mature. On the one hand, their
fundamental theories and mathematical models can be used for various cases, to
solve the practical problems of different disciplines. For example, the concept
of “utility” in politics can be applied to the study of laws of population, and then
be introduced to LIS, forming “information utility” theory. Another example is
“empirical analysis,” which is used in analyzing economic activities, and has
become one of the most important methods in social sciences. On the other hand,
because their studies cover a wide range of fields, the scholars of EM carry out
many interdisciplinary studies, and the scholars of other disciplines learn from their
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knowledge and apply the knowledge in their studies. In this atmosphere of science,
many new disciplines are formed, such as economics of education and information
economics[21].
It is clear that EM is in a good position to exchange knowledge with other
disciplines, and can easily cooperate with all types of partners. Furthermore, some
research studies show that cooperation can further promote the development of
EM theories. Zhu[22] indicated that cross-disciplinary knowledge system can help
understand problems thoroughly, and help develop theories of economics. Jia
et al.[23] pointed out that China’s studies in management focus on discovery of
hot topics and knowledge innovation. Therefore, specialized domain knowledge
and comprehensive knowledge in social sciences will be basic requirements for
researchers in economics and management in the future.

7.2

Institutional cooperation in LIS

LIS is a rapidly developing social science, dealing with the organization and use of
information, documents and knowledge. Because of its broad research areas and
diversified research objects, research can be carried out from many aspects, such as
information, user, technology, management, organization, or social points of view[24].
From the evolution of institutional cooperation networks in China’s humanities and
social sciences, we observed that LIS is becoming more and more central to
networks, indicating an expansion of knowledge communication. In order to solve
all kinds of practical problems, LIS needs to absorb knowledge from other disciplines,
such as discovering factors by using the structural equation model of sociology,
analyzing user information behaviors with psychological methods, evaluating
scientific production by measurement of education, and more.
However, knowledge communication in LIS is characterized by being in a “single
direction,” in that LIS learns a lot from others, while other disciplines seldom apply
LIS’s theories and methods[25,26]. Many classical theories and methods formed
gradually in the development of LIS—for example, the three major “laws” of
bibliometrics: Bradford’s law, Zipf’s law, and Lotka’s law—are seldom used by
other disciplines, though they can be used to explain both academic and social
phenomena[27].

8
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Conclusion

This study examined institutional collaboration characteristics in economics and
management and library and information science in China, and discussed knowledge
exchange features in these two fields. The results show that EM is well-developed
and has extensive information exchange with other disciplines, while interdisciplinary
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research is rising in LIS. This study is one of the earliest to reveal the institutional
cooperation characteristics of EM and LIS in China. The research findings will
provide insights into understanding the cooperation between different institutions in
EM and LIS in China.
However, there are several limitations to the study. First, data was collected
only from humanities and social sciences. As a matter of fact, both EM and
LIS have close relationships with natural sciences. The research methods of LIS,
such as bibliographic analysis, have been applied in natural sciences, and some
cross-discipline studies have been formed (such as medical informatics and
chemical informatics)[28]. As a result, we may extend our research into cooperation
between EM and LIS and disciplines in natural sciences. Second, apart from macroanalysis, we may examine institutional collaboration at the micro level in our future
research. We will consider research topics or authors of the institutions in exploring
the cause of collaboration and the path of knowledge flow.
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